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Concept Note:

The unnerving exigencies of the day in terms of the

pandemic, ecological crisis, neoliberal

subjectivities call for reflective actualisation of the

unrealised. Both at the level of theory and praxis,

literature departments through the prism of cultural

studies and interdisciplinary humanities have

constantly engaged with the crisis of the times

through the competing notions of textuality,

materiality, subjectivity and identity forging

through and beyond non/in/trans/meta/post

paradigms. It invites a series of questions

“In-discipline”, where, a hyphenated entry as KC

Baral puts it is not an “antonym to discipline”, but,

an interventionist stance towards traditional

humanities discipline to test “internal to and at the

same time exceeds the discipline” and the limits of

the “arche” or foundation as Derrida contends.

Questions linger on as to how can one engage with

the everyday sociality of race, class, gender, caste,

ethnicity, religion and public intersectionality

within the “post-method” and “post-tradition”

juncture? The task at hand is to critically revisit

these identity grids through significant ‘turns’ in

critical theory like, digital turn, spatial turn,

pictorial turn, affective turn, sensorial turn and so

on offering alternative reflective possibilities.

Envisaging the critical interface of ‘literary’ with

health humanities, geo humanities, digital

humanities, environmental humanities, legal

humanities, humanities in science and technology

studies, the mission is to evaluate anew the

limitation of the classical framework of critique

based on duality, the universalist and supremacist

ethos of ‘human’ embodiment, utterances and

artefacts. The cross-disciplinary inquiry seeks an

academic “assemblage” that flows across discipline

and boundaries. Most significantly, incorporating

discursive mode of lived and textual cultures, it

strives to widen the idea of critique itself and reboot

the hermeneutics of “thick description”.
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